OMEGA ATS SELECTS COLOGIX’S 905 KING STREET WEST DATA CENTRE TO SUPPORT FINANCIAL TRADING
DEMAND IN DOWNTOWN TORONTO
905 King Street West enables diversity and low latency options to downtown financial community
Denver, CO – April 2, 2013 – Cologix™, a network neutral interconnection and colocation company, announced today that Omega ATS, a leading
Alternative Trading System (ATS) that provides the Canadian marketplace with a fast, low cost, strict price/time priority trading platform, has
chosen Cologix’s new 905 King Street West data centre as a strategic site for their customers to directly access their order matching services.
“Cologix’s new facility at 905 King Street will satisfy the most pressing need of the financial community, which is availability of space and power for
our growing subscriber demand in downtown Toronto,” stated Omega’s CEO, Brian Crew. “Perhaps more importantly, we have been concerned
about the absence of data centre options with true network neutrality, low latency connectivity to the financial infrastructure at 151 Front Street
as well as access to network routes to financial hubs that offer diversity from 151 Front Street and the potential for further improvements to
latency for the financial community. Cologix’s new facility at 905 King Street addresses each of these elements and we are pleased to be a part of
what we believe will be a new era in financial network connectivity in Toronto.”
Through their 905 King Street deployment, Omega ATS gains a strategic presence to onboard new subscribers and vendors for their matching
engine within the 20,000 SQF data centre. 905 King Street will serve as a natural extension of 151 Front Street by utilizing a Cologix-controlled
diverse fibre ring with better than 0.016 Millisecond latency or as a stand-alone facility where customers have the ability to connect around 151
Front Street. With the upcoming launch of the 905 King Street West facility, Cologix will operate over 50,000 SQF in downtown Toronto, including a
significant presence in the primary carrier hotel at 151 Front Street.
“Omega has been a thought leader within Toronto’s financial community highlighting key network and infrastructure requirements to support
Toronto’s continued growth as a leading financial centre in North America,” stated Sean Maskell, President, Cologix Canada. “We are gratified that
Omega shares our view of the potential of the 905 King Street facility and look forward to continued engagement to best support Omega’s
infrastructure and its marketplace participants going forward.”
About Cologix, Inc.
Cologix, Inc. is a network neutral interconnection and colocation company, headquartered in Denver, Colorado, that provides massively scalable
interconnection services and secure, reliable colocation services in densely connected, strategically located facilities in Dallas, Minneapolis,
Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver. With more than 300 network choices and eleven prime interconnection locations, Cologix currently serves over
550 carrier, managed services, cloud, media, content, financial services and enterprise customers. The company’s experienced team of
communications infrastructure professionals is committed to providing its customers the highest standard of local customer support. For more
information about Cologix, please visit the company’s website at www.cologix.com.

About Omega ATS:
Omega ATS is an ultra-low latency, low cost alternate trading system. ATS is the only marketplace that facilitates trading on all of the major
Canadian listed exchanges including TSX, TSXV and CNSX. Omega offers a wide variety of trading tools and order types aimed at simplifying trading,
protecting market integrity and reducing costs for all of its subscribers. For more information about Omega, please visit the official Omega ATS
website at: www.omegaats.com.
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